Market Analyst / Business Economist
Who we are
Numera Analytics is a leading global provider of advanced business research and analysis focused on industrial
materials and commodities, and their end-use markets. We serve large manufacturers and resource companies,
providing support to sales, marketing, planning and IR functions. Numera also provides detailed statistical
coverage and analytical services to banks, equity funds, trade groups and public sector agencies.
Position profile
As a Market Analyst/Economist working in our Montreal office, your primary mandate will be to track, analyze,
forecast and report on key factors and developments impacting specific industrial sectors.
Key responsibilities include:
 Researching, collecting and analyzing statistics and information on key factors and trends impacting
companies in a given sector;
 Assessing aspects such as supply and demand, market projections, economic environments and
manufacturing technologies and their combined impact into context;
 Forecasting trends and developing engaging and informative reports and presentations to relay findings to
senior level managers for improved decision-making;
 Serving as a trusted client contact while delivering consummate customer service and relationship
management;
 Working with, and presenting to, client groups of up to 50 people.
Qualifications
Our ideal candidate will be:
 A proactive, self-reliant person who enjoys working with numbers and takes a great deal of pride in their
work, while having sharp attention to detail;
 An organized and strategic thinker who can analyze a wide variety of factors and focus on micro details
without losing sight of the bigger picture;
 A people-oriented, team player capable of working effectively both alone and as part of a small group;
 Able to quickly adapt to new objectives, adjust priorities accordingly and perform under pressure in a
dynamic environment;
 An effective communicator who can apply strong writing, reporting and presentation skills to effectively relay
findings in a compelling and engaging manner.

Requirements
 Bilingual with superior English writing skills;
 University degree (Economics, Commerce, Business Administration, Statistics or other relevant area of
study);
 Advanced knowledge of Excel (skills subject to testing).
To apply for this position, please send a copy of your resume to jobs@numeraanalytics.com.

